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With this detector we see the highest energy particles in the universe

10th May 2007, E ~ 1010 GeV



How does Nature accelerate particles to such  huge energies?!
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The Origin of Cosmic Rays 

Extraordinary cosmic particle 
accelerators somewhere, but still 
poorly identified a century after 
the discovery of cosmic rays!
• Supernova remnants ✓
• Active galactic nuclei ?
• Gamma ray bursts ?
• Radio galaxy jets ?
• Starburst galaxies ?
• … 

Galactic

Oscillations en-route to Earth equlibrate flavours so: ne: nµ : nt⥤ 1 : 1 : 1

Cosmic ray interactions with matter 
and photons, near source or during 
propagation, produce neutrinos: extragalactic



Experimental techniques 
(E > 10 GeV )
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Under development

Radio detection
Acoustic detection
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Most of our knowledge of the universe comes from observing photons
… but above ~10 TeV they are attenuated through γγ → e+e- on the CIB

Using cosmic rays we can ‘see’ (if there are no magnetic fields) up to ~6 
x 1010 GeV (before they are attenuated pγ → Δ+ → n π+ on the CMB)

… but the universe is transparent to neutrinos at nearly all energies



The LHC has achieved 13 TeV cms …

But 10 EeV (1019 eV) cosmic ray initiating giant air shower 

⇒ ~100 TeV cms (… although rate ≲1/day in 3000 km2 array)

New physics would be hard to see in hadron-initiated showers
(BSM cross-section <TeV-2 versus hadronic cross-section ~GeV-2) 

... but may have a dramatic impact on neutrino interactions 
(since the n-N cross-section is very small to start with)

➙can probe new physics (both in and) beyond the Standard 
Model by studying ultra-high energy cosmic neutrinos

Colliders versus Cosmic rays



GZK interactions of extragalactic UHECRs on the CMB
“guaranteed” cosmogenic neutrino flux 

… reduced significantly if the primaries are not protons but heavy nuclei

Where there are high energy cosmic rays, 
there must also be  neutrinos …

UHECR candidate accelerators (AGN, GRBs, …)
“Waxman-Bahcall limit” … normalised to observed UHECR flux 

… sensitive to ‘cross-over’ energy above which extragalactic component dominates

‘Top down’ sources (superheavy dark matter, topological defects)
motivated by trans-GZK energy events observed by AGASA 

… such models now ruled out by the limit from Auger on primary photons             
(QCD fragmentation in parton shower dominantly creates photons, not nucleons)



➛ energy spectrum determined by QCD fragmentation ✓
➛ composition dominated by photons rather than nucleons ✗

➛ anisotropy due to our off-centre position ?

Motivated by trans-GZK events seen by AGASA,  it was proposed that UHECRs are produced locally in 
the Galactic halo from the decays of metastable supermassive dark matter particles (‘WIMPzillas’)
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… produced at the end of inflation by the rapidly changing gravitational field
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This has been ruled out by Auger
Berezinsky, Kachelreiss & Vilenkin PRL 79:4302,1997

Birkel & Sarkar AP 9:297,1998



The sources of cosmic rays must also be neutrino sources

ÆMaking a reasonable estimate for επ etc allows 
this to be converted into a flux expectation

(would be higher if extragalactic cosmic rays 
become dominant at energies below the ‘ankle’)



The “guaranteed” cosmogenic neutrino flux

… can pin down by normalising to the γ-ray flux from GZK process (Ahlers et al, Astropart.Phys. 34:106,2010)



We can work out the interaction rate via n-N deep inelastic scattering
(dominant process above ~10 GeV)

Q2 Þ propagator ¯

Q2 Þ parton distribution functions 

Most of the contribution to #-secn comes from:

Can calculate numerically at Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) … no significant further change at NNLO 



The H1 & ZEUS experiments at HERA
were the first to measure DIS at high Q2

and low Bjorken-x

JHEP 01:109,2010

… surprising finding was  
the steep rise of the gluon PDF at low x

Scaling violations in accordance with pQCD



How big a detector do we need to see neutrino interactions?







IceCube Neutrino Observatory

86 strings (125 m between strings)

60 Optical Modules per string (17 m apart)

5160 Digital Optical Modules (DOMs)  in Ice 

1 km3 ⇒ Gton instrumented volume

Construction: 2004-11 (now 7 yr+ of data)

DeepCore

IceTop: 1 km2 surface array (81 ‘Auger’ tanks)

2.5 km

Cost: 279 M$ ⇒ <30 cents per ton



>300 scientists / 48 institutions / 12 countries



‘summer’ is coming to the South Pole (it has warmed up to -500)!

IceCube Weekly Report 33, 2019
August 19 through August 25

The sun is slowly rising behind the station. It has a long way to go still.

This week was a quiet week. IceCube suffered from two PnF freezes and a mess-up
after the iDOM readout which had the detector running the Northern partition only on
Wednesday. Luckily the people in the North stepped in and fixed it! Thanks for that!

Life on station was also fairly quiet. In the evenings, people would meet up for their
tournament games of pools and a lot of heckling typically ensued (There was a sign-up sheet
for it after-all). But all of it was done in good faith and no feelings were hurt. Kathrin and
Benjamin didn’t perform quite as well as during the polympics. They were both out before
the semi-finals.

The station has also seen a revival of the computer game Diablo3, so that at almost any
given time of the day you can find someone in the common room playing the game, some
times up to 4 people at a time. This led to some conflicts of interests between the people
wanting to play the game and the people wanting to show a bird’s eye view of the pool
tournament on the same TV. In the end compromises were found... and the Diablo3 players
proved to be some of the best hecklers in the room!

The tournament ended on Saturday and the winner’s name will be immortalized on the
pool tournament plaque. On Sunday Kathrin and Benjamin learned how to make Brezels
from Robert and helped him with his mass production of almost 200 brezels!

The sunlight is quite strong already, passing by ICL, outshining a recent aurora storm.

Just one week earlier, the moon was setting behind SPT and there were still a few more stars.
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The sunlight is quite strong already, passing by ICL, outshining a recent aurora storm.

Just one week earlier, the moon was setting behind SPT and there were still a few more stars.
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James – one of our ‘Winterover’s



n

µ

Ø A n interacts with a nucleus
… produces a µ (e or t)

and/or a ‘cascade’

Ø A charged particle moving at
superluminal speed gives rise to 
Cherenkov radiation (cone Ð 40°)

Ø This radiation is detected by 
3D array of optical sensors

Position, time and amplitude of hits 
allows reconstruction of tracks 
using likelihood optimisation

The lepton direction is aligned
with the incoming n ➟ astronomy!

High Energy Neutrino Detection Principle

nµ µ

N X

W



Neutrino flavour discrimination in IceCube

Track topology
Good pointing (~0.2°-1°) 

but only lower bound on neutrino energy

Cascade topology
Good energy resolution (~15%)
but poor pointing  (~10°-15°)



Muon track: time ⇒ color; number of photons => energy
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Atmospheric neutrinos

Discovery of atmospheric neutrinos: 1965 (KGF India)
Discovery of atmospheric neutrino oscillations: 1998 (Kamioka Japan)



Discovery of atmospheric neutrinos: 1965

Neutrino detector at the 
Kolar Gold Fields, India Physical Review Letters 15 (1965) 429 - published 30th Aug 1965

Physics Letters 18 (1965) 196 - published 15th Aug 1965



cosmic ray
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There is an enormous 
background of cosmic ray 
muons going down 
(only misreconstructed
muons apparently going 
up since muons are all 
absorbed in the Earth) 
Atmospheric neutrinos 
come from the same
showers (1 in 106 events)

By using a veto for downgoing events, we remove the atmospheric 
neutrinos … because we remove the muons coming from the same
cosmic ray air shower   

What’s left is: PeV-EeV astrophysical neutrinos coming from above

NB: Doesn’t work for upgoing, since the Earth absorbed the muons … 
so Southern Sky (downgoing events) becomes the best channel.

Below                  Above



Current picture of high energy neutrino energy spectrum

Atm νμ
Flux

GZK ν limit

GZK ν predictions

Previous High Energy limits

cosmic ν flux

IceCube has measured the spectrum of atmospheric 
neutrinos and also discovered a harder signal of cosmic origin 

at energies above 100 TeV … reaching up to a few PeV. 

The EeV cosmogenic flux from the GZK process is as yet undetected



We can now measure the ν-N cross-section by examining the 
zenith angle dependence of the ν flux seen through the Earth

Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM), 1981
Earth diameter ⇒ interaction length at Eν ~ 40 TeV

NB: The flux of atmospheric neutrinos (which dominate up to ~105 GeV) is isotropic 
… also a good approximation for the extragalactic flux … galactic component is <18%



Meanwhile we have recalculated the ν-N cross-section@ NLO with ~few % accuracy using HERAPDF1.5 

… finding good agreement between different PDF sets (after we reject unphysical 
members – which would have yielded e.g. a negative FL or too steep rise in #-section)
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CSMS 2011 n

CSMS 2011   

weighted

⌫̄

inferred experimentally
from Earth absorption

No evidence of deviation (within ±30%) from SM up to 980 TeV! 

Powerful probe of new physics beyond the SM – from an astroparticle experiment ... 
should be able to probe up to ~109 GeV using cosmogenic n ... with IceCube-Gen2!  
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Constrains e.g. large new dimension at TeV scale (but LHC got there first!) 



As the gluon density rises at low x, non-perturbative effects must become 
important … a new phase of QCD - Colour Glass Condensate - has been 
postulated to exist (and has some support from RHIC and ALICE data)

This would strongly suppress the n-N #-secn below its (unscreened) SM value
… can we test this experimentally with UHE cosmic neutrinos?



An unexpected bonus – UHE neutrino detection with air shower arrays

Event rate ∝ cosmic neutrino flux (all flavours) and ν-N DIS cross-section 

When a cosmic ray (hadron) interacts close to the horizon, the  large path length in the 
atmosphere ensures absorption of charged particles apart from very high energy muons ... 

However neutrinos can penetrate through the atmosphere and interact close to the array so 
if we see a young shower at a large zenith angle, that is a candidate for a UHE neutrino!
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Auger can also see Earth-skimming ντ ➛ τ which generates upgoing hadronic shower 
(detectable only because the surface detector tanks are raised above the ground)

An unexpected bonus – UHE neutrino detection with air shower arrays

The rate is still ∝ the cosmic neutrino flux, but not to the ν-N #-section 
(since higher values also imply stronger absorption in the Earth)

Neutrino oscillations en-route to Earth should equlibrate flavours with ne:nµ:nt::1:1:1 
so there will be tau neutrinos in the cosmic beam regardless of initial composition 



The steep rise of the gluon density 
at low-x must saturate (unitarity!)
Þ suppression of the ν-N #-section

Extrapolation using 
HERA low-x DIS data

The ratio of quasi-horizontal (all 
flavour) and Earth-skimming (ντ) 
events measures the #-section An
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Hence low-x QCD can be probed with cosmic ultra-
high energy neutrinos with a very large detector



To do astronomy and particle physics with cosmic neutrinos we must think BIG!

IceCube-Gen2

Figure 2: Neutrino-nucleon cross section. Mea-
surements below 1 PeV [21, 22], are compared
with the SM uncertainty band [109] that encloses
several predictions [109–113]. The cross sec-
tion may change due to new physics — e.g.,
large extra dimensions (Ref. [24], scale of 1 TeV,
renormalized here, in tension with LHC results),
sphalerons (Ref. [29], barrier height of 9 TeV)
— or an exotic nucleon structure — e.g., a color
glass condensate (Ref. [31], model BGBKIII).

Figure 3: Flavor composition at Earth of high-
energy cosmic neutrinos, indicating the “theoret-
ically palatable” [37] regions accessible with the
Standard Model with massive neutrinos (nSM),
with new physics similar to neutrino decay, and
with new physics similar to Lorentz-invariance
violation. The neutrino mixing parameters are
generously varied within their uncertainties at
3s . The tilt of the tick marks indicates the ori-
entation with which to read the flavor content.

Multi-messenger constraints are crucial to assess dark matter explanations of the observed neutrino103

spectrum [9, 91, 97–99]. Further, anisotropies in the neutrino sky towards the Galactic Center can104

reveal dark matter decay [100] and interactions between cosmic neutrinos and dark matter [101].105

Are there hidden interactions with cosmic backgrounds? High-energy cosmic neutrinos106

may interact with the low-energy relic neutrino background via secret interactions [74, 102–104],107

with large-scale distributions of matter via new forces [105], or with dark backgrounds [106],108

including dark energy [107, 108]. These interactions may mimic the existence of neutrino mass,109

affect the neutrino flavor composition, and induce anisotropies in the high-energy neutrino sky.110

Neutrino Observables: What Do We Use to Probe Fundamental Physics?111

To probe fundamental physics, we look at four neutrino observables, individually or together.112

Energy spectrum: While the spectrum of neutrinos depends on their production processes,113

BSM effects could introduce identifiable features, e.g., peaks, troughs, and cut-offs. Presently,114

neutrino telescopes reconstruct the energy E of detected events to within 0.1 in log10 E [114]. For115
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‘The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new 
lands … but in seeing with new eyes’            Marcel Proust


